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Hustle castle dark portal guide

In our previous article, Hustle Caste Tips and Tricks Part I, we went over a few tips and tricks to improve your performance and help you stay on top of your game at Hustle Castle. However, since the game was a little more complicated than what initially stood out, we could not suggest each pointer in an article. This is said, there are several other tips to increase your chances of
success in the latest game of Studio Nord. Use BlueStacks There's some to know about the game if you really want the main one. There are some features and game modes that are complex enough that always require a guide. Portal battles, for example, which are the best ways to farm for Jewellery without using real money, require complex calculations to perceive the best
return on your investment. You probably won't want to do these calculations yourself, you need a guide. With BlueStacks, our Android gaming platform, you can easily play your favorite Android games on your COMPUTER with the comfort and versatility of mouse and keyboard controls. Thanks to BlueStacks, you can easily play all Android games and minimize the program for
when it is necessary to pull a guide in your browser, without the need to close the game, as you should only do if it were on your phone. By playing on this platform, it will be a much better time with your favorite games since you won't be struggling with gliding controls and a small screen. Play with your friends Hustle Castle has a friend system that allows you to send and also play
games from your Facebook friends to get gifts. By linking your Facebook account to the game and adding friends who have connected their accounts to their games, you can give great gifts amongst yours. After 10 gifts are sent, you will receive a great reward. Find balance in your party Besides the importance of the types of equipment and fighters we mentioned in our previous
article, there are other factors to consider when building your team. If you know about character roles in other popular MMMs, you know that people who take the enemy's blows are often called Tanks. Meanwhile, those accused of causing damages to opposition forces are called DPS, which is short of damage per second. Healers named aptly are useful enthusiasts and those
who support their members by providing healing. At Hustle Castle, you need to find the balance in your group by combining a combination of these three role. In this sense, if you are still limited to a group of 3 people, you can consider using a Tank and two DPS. This combination will actually take you with the first and second zones by forcing your way through brue enemy forces.
However, when the departure takes its hard time, it may be difficult to rethink your strategy. Download Hustle Castle to PC by replacing a DPS with a Healer, your tank will be more beefier and survive longer without the need to add a second Tank. It is generally not recommended to use Two Tanks; Alduring which they receive much more punishment than a single tank can give,
some of the toughest bosses will ignore them and turn directly to dps, making your Tanks controversial. What you want to do is change your DPS for a party of all Tanks for these battles, especially since your DPS will always die in two or three strokes and then not contribute to the battle. Save Your Gems In our previous post, why did we overcome the importance of collecting
your free jewelry by watching ad videos and opening crates you bought to win battles. On more than one occasion, you may feel tempted to use these stones to speed up early construction. However, we recommend keeping your jewellery for the advanced stages of the game, where construction and other projects can take a long time to complete. In such cases, the stones you
accumulate will be extremely important. Furthermore, there is a method for the farm for stones in portal battles, using stones to fill food, allowing you to fight more over a period of time, and also by using stones to replicate the amount of spirits taken in these battles that can then be traded for large complex investments. The actual mathematics of this method is quite complex, so
on this occasion there will be no importing. All you need to know is that the stones are useful for many purposes and will be worth the time to save them as much as possible. It's easy to Optimize Your Production Resources early in the game; You can get a lot more than you need just by completing tasks and getting your employees to work in your production room. However, as
you progress, you will find that your gold and food reserves will be consistently low, as costs increase as you progress through the game and upgrade your throne room. In this sense, it is always needed to find methods to optimize resource production. Once you reach throne level 3, you will be able to build a second treasure and dining room by combining these new rooms with
pre-existing. The merged rooms work in the same way as individual employees, but they can fit into additional employees and give a bonus to production for it. However, a merged room upgrade is usually much more expensive because you will pay for two upgrades instead of one. Nevertheless, it is worth investing in keeping merged production rooms as long as there are
competent dwellings occupying them. With tips on this and previous articles, you are now fully equipped to take the Lord of the Abyss and save her beloved Princess Olivia. The game will not always be forgiving, as it was at the early levels. However, if you follow the information we have given so far, you should not have any important questions advancing at Hustle Castle. Portal
can be accessed in a weekly event Map, you can fight the enemy series for Dark Souls. It opens every week at 9:00 GMT on Friday and closes when all Dark Souls (several hundred million) are collected. There are 80 levels, each with various waves of enemies you have to defeat. You can't heal between waves of enemies; Take with you some sorcerers (healing/ resurrection).
Only level one is accessible at the beginning of the event. You have to beat one level to access the next, except for easier levels to unlock 3 by 3. Some Dark Souls in each level can be completed in any number of times to grind. On some levels there is a chest reward. Beat them to get the chest (only once). Crates contain items that depend on the level; most of them will be
useless to your (high) level. Since they still get fractures for them, it is still worth the uncomfortable. The levels with crates are: 6, 12, 20, 27something, 34, 42, 50, 57, 62, 68, 73, 77, 79 and 80. The reward for beating a level is better for difficult levels. At Level 1 get 1.2 Dark Souls 1k apples, level 10 get 2.04, level 49 get 5.24. It is possible to buy special products from the store,
which doubles or triples the Dark Soul reward. The cost (diamond) depends on the level of the Throne Room. Keep in mind that when the shop closes (48 hours after the last Dark Soul was collected by the cast), all the unspunded Dark Souls disappeared. You have to spend everything at the end of the weekend, don't try to pile up. The store is the best source of early game Epic
and Legendary equipment. It is possible to buy rare things (you can choose the type of item between weapons, armor, rings or amulets). Every week, the game also randomly selects a kind of epic element and is a genre for the legendary element. The legendary item is very expensive but comes with a 33% discount compared to buying 10 violet pieces. Soul Stealers (diamonds)
can be purchased two or three Times Soul Shard prizes. The cost in Throne Room 9 is 480 and 1300 diamonds. Custom portal magic diamonds (1 diamond per spell - not connected to throne room level) can be purchased. The Growing Includes Angry Lion and Portal Ally. They can be used to help in battle; Their cooling timer can also be used in the usual magic, separate. These
special portal spells can also be found in random battle, up to 10 of all types. Items of craft can be purchased using Shards mana. The higher the shard the better the price. In Throne Room 9, a gray track costs 45 Dark Souls, a green track costs 360, a blue track costs 1124, and a purple track costs 4216. It is possible to buy diamonds. Finally, the shop sells Adept's Chest (1-2
rare items, you can get a rare item), Master's Chest (you can get 2-3 rare items, 1-2 rare items, an epic item) and a random residence (range 3-5 stars, don't waste those spirits). Throne Room 5 6 7 8 9 10 Rare item 555 950 2224 3598 6380 Epic item 1734 2968 6951 11244 19939 Legendary item 4336 7421 17377 28109 49846 Soul (x2) 180 280 380 480 750 Soul Stealer (x3)
490 750 1100 1300 2000 Gray track 7 12 1228 45 80 Green track 55 95 222 360 638 Blue track 173 297 695 1124 1994 Purple track 650 11133 2607 4216 7477 Diamond (x250) *1 3376 5779 10826 17512 31054 Adept chest 225 386 904 1462 2592 Master chest 798 1365 3197 5172 9172 Strategy Don't spend your diamonds on anything else. Starting at Throne Room level 7-8,
start farming (most efficiently) using the x2 multiplier each time the portal; At first you buy blue pieces and craft epic items, then pieces of violets when you are strong enough to craft some legendary equipment. You can also get enough Dark Souls on a weekend and use a 33% discount on the legendary item (compared to the purchase of parts) if you need the type of equipment
selected by the game (5 do not buy for the first legendary items /craft jewelry, they are not good compared to armor and weapons). Reminder: once the portal closes, lose all unspunded Dark Souls. Don't try to stock up, that's not going to work. Work.
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